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Batumi State University Address: 6010, st. Batumi №35 Rustaveli st., tel / Fax:
(+995 222) 27 17 87 e-mail.
Mail: info@bsu.edu.ge

History

Bachelor of History

BA educational program in history consists of total 240 ECTS;
Core courses – 180 ECTS (160 ECTS compulsory; 20 ECTS electives)’
Minor – 60 ECTS

ECTS

Goal of
Educational
Program

Learning
outcomes
(GENERAL AND
TRANSFERABLE
SKILLS)

History is a science of studying past, of comprehensive and critical understanding of it, its
experiences, traditions, cultural heritage and of generaldevelopment of the society, in the
context of time and space. To study history is the most important factor for the further
development of the humanity, the world's challenges (i.e. the globalization process) for the
adequate perception and maintenance of national identity. Without history it’s impossible
today to develop peaceful and friendly coexistence of nations. The ground for it is the study of
history and analysis, respect of the values and respect for the cultural heritage. Therefore,
understanding of the history will help to stop or overcome aggression and confrontation
between states and nations.
Study area competences:
Knowledge and understanding: has knowledge of the general diachronic framework of the
World history, including Georgian, the (prehistoric, ancient, medieval, modern and
contemporary);
Has ability of understanding and the time-variation analysis of the historical events, concerns
and interests related to a cultural-political situation in the era;
Has a thorough knowledge of the history of Georgia and the World not in an isolated
manner, but with regard to the Caucasus region, the Middle East and those civilizations, to
which were historically related;
-Has ability of seeing events in a historical context to critically analyze them in the national
and the World’s historical context;
-Has A comprehensive study of the history of the auxiliary historical disciplines (paleography,
epigraphy, Source, numismatics, etc.) knowledge;
-Can Research outlining the subject and creating a small urban work;
-Has knowledge of the auxiliary historical disciplines (paleography, epigraphy, Narrative
Sources, numismatics, etc.) for the comprehensive study of history;
- has ability of outlining historical research subject, and develop small size paper;
- has knowledge of the different approaches and methods of research history.
Applying knowledge and skills: can read, comment on, annotate and use historiographic texts
and sources;
-Has mastered information retrieval tools (bibliographic, folklore, archives,
Museum, digital, etc.) and is able to use the information retrieved, as well as to participate in
the field (archaeological and ethnographic) expeditions;

Making judgments: with gathering of written, physical, bibliographic, field data etc. can
formulate respective conclusions regarding historiographical issues.
Communication skills: has oral and written communication skills in the mother tongue with
the characteristic techniques and terminology for historiography, has ability to read historical
texts and sources;
Is able to write an average size report and present it to the audience;
Is able to use information technologies /internet resources while processing the historical
data.
Learning skills: is able to organize their own learning process, and effectively use time and
information.
Has independent learning skills, is able to constantly update the gained knowledge;
Is able to acquire new knowledge and skills, to process and master them, as well as the ability
to use special literature;
-Academically, is ready to continue studies at the next level.
Values: can share and respect such values as public awareness, social integrity, national,
cultural and ideological diversity, as well as the establish them in the community.

Assessment
criteria

Assessment rules:
A) Excellent - 91 points or over;
B) very good - 81-90 points;
C) good - 71-80 points;
D) fair - 61-70 points;
E) satisfactory - 51-60 points.
(FX) fail - 41-50 in this case the students are allowed to retake the exam.
(F) Fail - 40 points or less - the student has to retake the course.
Program directors:
Professor Otar Gogolishvili;
Associate Professor Merab Khalvashi

Contact

Tel.: 577 17 97 55
593-61-78-95
E-mail: m.khalvashi@bsu.edu.ge;
otargogol@mail.ru

